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The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus type
2 (SARS-CoV-2) emerged in December 2019 and made a huge
impact on human society. Different countries and regions have
made different policies in control and prevention of the spread
of SARS-CoV-2. It is known that the spread rate of a virus, i.e.
SARS-CoV-2, heavily depends on population density.1 Besides,
population density has large impacts on the basic reproduction
number (R0) of SARS-COV-2.2 It is also observed that patients
in high-transmission areas have a higher incidence of severe
coronavirus disease outcomes when compared with patients in
low-transmission areas.3 To this end, this study investigates the
spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 in different regions with different
population densities.

We calculated the spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 in different
regions of the USA. The counties of the USA are categorized into
four regions: the first region consisting of counties with a popu-
lation density <50 persons/km2, and the second, third and fourth
regions consisting of counties with population densities between
50 and 200, between 200 and 800, and >800 persons/km2. In
this way, the population of the USA is roughly evenly categorized
into the four regions, which include 72.3, 91.2, 102.2 and 61.3
million persons, respectively.

The spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 are calculated for each of the
four regions. The calculations are based on the data collected by
the data hub at the Johns Hopkins University from 1 March 2020
to 30 June 2020.4 The spread rate of SARS-CoV-2 in a region is
defined as the average number of new deaths in last 7 days per 1
million persons as follows:

Rate = #of new deaths in last 7 days
7

∗ 1 000 000
Population

The rates are normalized to a million persons to ensure
they are comparable among different regions with different

populations. We employ the number of new deaths rather than
the number of new infections because the latter number is very
inaccurate due to two reasons. First, many people have little or
no symptom after infection of SARS-CoV-2,5 these people are
not likely included in the number of infections. Second, number
of infections heavily depends on the sufficiency of test facilities
and reagents. When more tests are performed, the number of
infections gets larger.

By analysis of the spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 in different
regions, we have two observations. First, SARS-CoV-2 has higher
spread rates in regions with high population densities than
regions with low population densities. Before mid-April, when
the spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 achieve maximal values for
the four regions, the spread rate of SARS-CoV-2 in region 4 is
higher than the spread rate in region 3, followed by the spread
rates in region 2, which exceeds the spread rates in region 1
(Figure 1). On average, the spread rates in region 4 are 8.0
times as the spread rates in region 1 before 15 April 2020.
Similarly, the spread rates in region 3 and region 2 are 3.9 and
1.7 times as the spread rates in region 1 before 15 April 2020.
We note that SARS-CoV-2 achieves the maximal spread rates
around mid-April in the four regions. However, control and
prevention measures are adopted as early as 22 March 2020
when the residents of New York were required to stay home.6

It was reported that the median time from illness onset to death
is 18.5 days for SARS-CoV-2 infection.7 Since the spread rate in
this study is defined on number of new death, the spread rates
achieve the maximal values at least 18.5 days after the control
and prevention measures are adopted.

Second, we note that the control and prevention measures for
SARS-CoV-2 have better effects in regions with high population
density. From mid-April (11 April–20 April) to June (20 June–
30 June), the spread rate of SARS-CoV-2 in region 4 is reduced
to 8.1%. However, the spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 in regions 3,
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Figure 1. The spread rates of SARS-CoV-2 in four regions from 1 March

2020 to 30 June 2020. The four regions are categorized by population

density from low to high.

2 and 1 are reduced to 46.1, 73.3 and 100.6%, respectively, in
the same time period. In other words, the control and prevention
measures have very significant effects in region 4 (counties with
very high population densities), i.e. the spread rate of SARS-CoV-
2 is reduced for >10 times. On the other hand, the control and
prevention measures have almost no effect in region 1 (counties
with very low population densities), i.e. the spread rate of SARS-
CoV-2 retains at the same level. In addition, the control and
prevention measures have limited effect to reduce the spread rate
of SARS-CoV-2 for region 3 as well.

Since region 1 and region 2 account for 50% of the pop-
ulation of the USA, it is worthy of discussion that should a
standard control and prevention measure be made or how to
make multiple-layer control and prevention measures, which are
flexible for different regions. This study has proved that the
spread rate of SARS-CoV-2 is strongly associated with popu-
lation density, and diversified control and prevention measures

should be made for different regions according to population
density.
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